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Outline 
Ø Introduction 

Ø Full detector simulation 

Ø Track reconstruction 

Ø Summary 



Aging of MDC inner chamber 
Ø  Hit efficiency of the BESIII MDC inner 

layers drops year by year due to aging 
Ø  Cylindrical GEM inner tracker (CGEM-

IT) is a candidate for upgrade of MDC 
inner chamber 
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Raw hit efficiency vs layer 

Inner drift chamber 



CGEM Inner Tracker (CGEM-IT) 
Ø  3 layer Cylindrical GEM 
Ø  Each layer composed by 3 gem 

foils 
Ø  Spatial resolution 

q  σrφ ~ 130µm 
q  σz < 1mm 

Ø  Coverage: 93% 
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70µm 
140µm 



Readout method of CGEM-IT 
Ø Analog readout 

q  Q for charge centroid method in cluster reconstruction 
q  T for micro-TPC method in track segment 

reconstruction 
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Charge centroid 
method 

Micro-TPC 
method 阴极 

GEM1 

GEM2 

GEM3 

阳极读出 

X



CGEM-IT Offline Data Processing Software 
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Full detector simulation 
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CgemHit 
Particle type, charge,  
momentum, trajectory 

CgemDigi 
Index, T and Q of 

fired strips 

CGEM-IT 
Construction 

Geant4 simulation 

Digitization 

McTruth 

CgemSim 

RawEvent 



Detector construction in Geant4 
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Mechanical 
supports 

GEM foil 

Overview One layer 



Digitization 

Ø Digitization is the simulation of detector 
response 
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电离 

漂移、倍增 

信号感应 

电子学测量 

信号产生过程 

阴极 

GEM1 

GEM2 

GEM3 

阳极读出 Geant4 

Digitization 
Particle type, 
charge,  
momentum,  
trajectory 

Index of fired 
strips, T & Q 



Digitization modeling 

Ø Ionization 

Ø Drift and multiplication 

Ø Induction 
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Ionization 

Ø  Garfield++ has been integrated into BESIII software system as an 
external package to simulate ionization 

Ø  Conversion of global and local coordinate is used to simplify the 
geometry construction in Garfield 

Ø  Ignore the energy loss from Geant4 
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Cathod 

Gem 1 

Cathod 

Gem 1 

Geant4 

Garfield++ 

Particle type 
charge 

momentum 
Track segment position 

Number and position 
of ionized electrons 

r,φ,z à local x,y,z 

Local x,y,z à r,φ,z 



Drift and multiplication 

Ø Sample the parameters of 
multiplied electrons in 3 
steps 
q  Number of multiplied 

electrons (n) 
q  Position (φ, z) 
q  Drift time (t) 

Ø Preliminary sampling 
parameters are obtained 
from Garfield++ simulation 
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n1, φ 1, z1, t1 

n2, φ 2, z2, t2 

n3, φ 3, z3, t3 

Sampling 



Garfield++ simulation 
Ø  To study the drift behavior and multiplication of a 

single electron 
Ø  The simulation is divided into 3 parts to reduce 

CPU time 
Ø  Preliminary parameters for sampling are obtained 

from the simulation 
q  Lorentz angle, diffusion, drift time, effective gain 
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Drift 

Transfer 1 

Transfer 2 

Induction 

Step I  
Drift in drift region and 
avalanche in GEM1 

Step II  
Drift in transfer1 and 
avalanche in GEM2 

150µm from GEM1 

150µm from GEM2 

150µm from GEM3 

Step III  
Drift in transfer2 and 
avalanche in GEM3 B⊙ 

x 
y 

Original electrons are produced 
uniformly in the square 



Parameters for sampling from Garfield++ 
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(degree) 



Induction 

Ø Under study 
Ø Described by drift in the first version 
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Preliminary results of digitization algorithm 

Ø  The digitization model need to be 
improved to reduce the difference 
between simulation and experiment 
q  Consideration of threshold 
q  A correct induction model 
q  Tuning the sampling parameters 
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5.5 

From the beam test 



Track reconstruction 
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CGEM cluster 
reconstruction 

CGEM track 
segment finding 

Track finding in 
outer-DC 

Track segment 
matching 

Global tracking with 
Hough transform 

Outer-DC hits 

Complete tracks 

Track fitting with 
Kalman filter 



CGEM cluster reconstruction 
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1.  Continuous firing strips in X (or V):  
X-cluster (or V-cluster) 

2.  Intersection between X and V clusters:  
XV-cluster 

3.  Charge centroid of a XV-cluster: 

(mm) 

RMS~217µm 

(mm) 

σ~130µm 

•  1 GeV/c muon 
•  Based on a simple 

digitization model 
with digital readout 



Track segment finding in CGEM-IT  

clusters 

One charged track 

CGEM 

IP 

Track segment 
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µ- with pt=0.05~1 GeV/c 

mean +3σ 

-3σ 

µ- with pt~0.2 GeV/c 

•  Parameterization of the track segment 
patterns 

•  δφ21=φ1-φ2   vs  δφ23=φ3-φ2

•  δΖ23=Ζ3-Ζ2 vs δΖ21=Ζ1-Ζ2

•  Regions covering ±3σ of the 2D 
distributions to find segments candidates  
=> efficiency >99.7% 



Ø Track segment in CGEM-IT is fitted to a helix model with 5 
parameters with Least Square Method (MINUIT)  
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Ø Residual distributions of the five parameters (taking µ with 
pt~0.8GeV/c as an example) => Results are reasonable and 
unbiased  

Ø Success rate > 99.8% 

CGEM track segment fitting 
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Ø  Calibrate the resolution of the residual between CGEM & ODC track parameters 

σc_dr σc_φ0 σc_κ σc_dz σc_tanλ 

Ø  χ2=(HCGEM-HODC)2/σc
2 is calculated between track segments in CGEM-IT and 

Outer-DC to valuate the consistency quantitatively 

Ø  Proper matching criteria are chosen (χ2<30~100) 

Ø  Distinguish with φ0, κ, tanλ if multiple matching candidates 

Ø  efficiency ~99.9% with pT>0.2 GeV/c 

Matching of the tracks between CGEM-IT and Outer-DC 
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Ø  Efficiency for track segment finding/fitting with CGEM-IT >99.8% 
Ø  Relative efficiency for track matching >99%  (~100% with pT>0.2GeV/c) 

µ   
CgemBoss665b 

Efficiency for track segment finding and matching 



Ø Motivation: increase the track finding efficiency (especially for low 
momentum tracks)  

Ø Global: directly use both clusters in CGEM and hits in ODC to find 
track candidates 
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Global track finding with Hough transform 

            image space à parameter space 
patterns recognition à intersection (peaks) finding  

Please see Ye/Jin’s talk 



Tracking fitting with Kalman filter 

Ø Kalman filter (linear quadratic estimation) estimates information using a 
series of measurements over time with random noise. 

Ø  The Kalman-Filter-based track fitting package for MDC is extended to be 
able to process CGEM clusters and MDC hits 
ü  Geometry and material description of CGEM 
ü  Calculation of the CGEM cluster predictions 
ü  Update of the track parameter with CGEM clusters 
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Resolutions after Kalman Filter (single muon) 

•  Spatial resolution in z is 
improved significantly 
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Approaching point resolution 

Momentum resolution  

MDC-IT 

σρ MDC-IT 
σz MDC-IT 
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Efficiency for good reconstructed tracks (dr<1cm, |dz|<10cm)  
Without global track finding using Hough transform 

First test with CgemBoss665b for single track 



Summary and plan 
Ø A good progress in simulation and tracking software 

q  A Geant-4 based simulation software has been developed and a 
preliminary digitization model is implemented 

q  Tracking software can work and the results are reasonable 

Ø Plan 
q  Calibration and alignment 
q  Global tracking with Hough transformation 
q  Micro-TPC mode reconstruction 
q  Background and noise simulation 
q  Full digitization 
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